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THE SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS HAVE BEEN A LABORATORY for social anthro-
pologists for the best part of a century. Theoreticians have come and gone,
but the field still yields rich data and continues to raise questions about the
operation of island societies. However, too much description has been
spoiled by giving greater weight to models stemming from Western culture
than to observation of the way people actually live. With regard to land ten-
ure and social hierarchies, the result ignores the flexibility that is so charac-
teristic of island life.

On the other hand, islanders have never been sure of what could be
safely entrusted to the hands of anthropologists. They have tended to resist
our inquisitive curiosity. Although they have answered what questions were
put to them, they did not volunteer answers to those that were not asked.
Some relevant questions emerged only recently because of the dominance
of Western models. Others were raised by earlier scholars but were not
taken up until years later.1

Land tenure and social hierarchies have been shown to be linked since
the earliest research in Polynesia and Fiji, but experience from Vanuatu,
New Caledonia, and the Loyalty Islands points to some still underexplored
research areas. I have had unique opportunities to follow the dynamics of
contrasting systems in these islands, by virtue of my long stay there (since
1947) and the fact that my wife is linked by descent or marriage to most of
the chiefly lines in the Loyalty Islands. These circumstances have brought a
great deal of spontaneously given data my way, as well as providing the facil-
ities to check this information over time.

1
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Models

Following Radcliffe-Brown and later Lévi-Strauss, anthropologists have
often been zealously seeking models, to extract the generalities and to illus-
trate the rules that we thought governed different cultures and societies.2

Such things do exist, and islanders can be brilliant in their expression of
them, having even created some quite satisfying mathematical models.3 The
unhappy fact is that they also spend as much time evading the consequences
of the theoretical models as following their component rules.

For example, after having had explained to me marriage rules in northern
Malekula, I was flabbergasted to observe no actual marriage. One year later,
I was informed that the people had decided to stop all marriage prepara-
tions while I was present, because each of them would have been conducted
contrary to the given rules. The very simple reason was that, according to
those rules, there was no marriageable girl present because of a sex ratio of
140 males to 100 females in the area.4 Other institutions have been
influenced in parallel ways by a fluctuating population, as in the system of
titles linked to land tenure and social control in central Vanuatu5 or the sur-
vival of the traditional social structure in a New Caledonia continuously
raked with rebellions and bloodied by military repressions.6

Models do express a certain reality. As long as there are islanders to out-
line such complexities, partly through relating them to foundation and other
myths, models will be part of anthropology, if not the complete answer they
were thought to be. They sometimes function at a more sophisticated level
than was thought. For example, I have been able to show, on the basis of
named titles controlling land tenure and social status extending from Efate
to southeastern Epi in central Vanuatu, that the system was known to every
single adult member of the population in such a way that the information
drawn from each island, each village, and each family was found to be logi-
cally coherent all over the area. The computer analysis of the mass of data
obtained was one of the very first attempted in anthropology.7 The fact that
any partial amount of data obtained from any of more than three thousand
informants fitted in the whole without showing any logical fault has impor-
tant theoretical consequences.

All formalized aspects of social and cultural life fit inside specialized sys-
tems (language, kinship, exchange of goods and artifacts, rites of all kinds).
The problem is in envisaging a “system of systems.” Thus, the functionalist
idea that a cultural whole was so interconnected that it would crumble
under the onslaught of the West has been proven wrong. Island societies
have survived and adapted, which means the systems were flexible, never
fixed. For example, rules for hypergamic marriages among chiefly lines in
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Lifou were evaded in three generations of my wife’s family, as her mother’s
brother’s father, mothers brother and his eldest son, as well as her mother
and mother’s sister, thwarted parental will. The autonomy of individuals is
always a factor even if the notion of a cultural whole remains a useful device
for thinking about societies.

The Concept of “Variants”

Claude Lévi-Strauss started a brilliant career by noting what should have
been discovered earlier. His well-made point was that, analytically, there is
nowhere any “authentic tradition.” Myths as well as institutions are only
known by their local variants.8 Each of these presents an identical interest
for research. The existence of such variation, often justifying the original
settlement of a local residential or kin group, has been extensively docu-
mented by social anthropologists since 1930, although the theoretical impli-
cations have not always been recognized. This fact, with the differing shades
of behavior or expression by local groups, explains a recurrent problem in
anthropology, when each published variant of a myth or of the workings of
an institution finds determined opposition as each group claims that only its
variant is the “correct” one.

Therefore, scientific practice points to the necessity of taking all variants
into account. This means working in the field with every existing lineage or
other local group, checking facts with all the neighboring groups, and, in
each, finding out what every person--adult men and women of all ages, and
even children--has to say, and continuing this work over a matter of years.
An individual who makes a pretense of being ignorant one day can very well
become a first-class informant some years later, when he is considered to be
an adult in his own society (that is, has married and sired his first child).

Lévi-Strauss explains that all these variants, the theoretical number of
which is indefinite, tend to coalesce in what he calls a “transformation sys-
tem,” which easily covers an area in which a number of languages are more
or less understood by all.9 For example, in the north-central islands of the
former New Hebrides, earth-diving, from a specially built tower in Bunlap
and the neighboring villages of South Raga, is linked to the yam firstfruits
ritual. On the eastern coast of Malekula, at Onua Point, the dive is from the
top of a banyan tree and is incorporated among the rites giving access to the
higher level of the grade-taking hierarchy.10

Eastern Polynesia is by all means such a transformation system and east-
em Melanesia, Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa can easily be analyzed as another one.
In such a transformation system, one will find all the possible logical opposi-
tions, each variant having its opposite or inverted example somewhere in the
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area. It is with ideas of flexible systems, variants, and transformations
described to this point that one can study land tenure and hierarchy from
central Vanuatu to New Caledonia, the Loyalty Islands, Fiji, and parts of
Polynesia.

Land Tenure

The length of time before social anthropology fully realized that there is a
link between social structure and land tenure could be explained by the lack
of specialized training for anthropologists in the field. Land tenure means
survey work. Few of us have learned even part of this trade.11

However, another reason might be more fundamental. Land tenure seen
through Western eyes has a legalistic dimension. The language is one of
ownership as explained since Roman times by generations of lawyers and as
applied by as many generations of magistrates. When there have been prob-
lems about land tenure in the colonies, local administrations have always
had recourse to people lacking anthropological training but learned in law12

and administration.13 Anthropologists were not available or not interested.
On the part of those trained by Radcliffe-Brown, this could be easily under-
stood, but Malinowski’s pupils should have been more open-minded and
could have expanded beyond the spatial model of the Kiriwina village. Of
course, in the colonial situation, matters of land were often investigated so
as to take land away from the people and hand it to individual settlers or to
the plantation system. Anthropologists were understandably loath to get
caught in this unsavory game.

Real life shows that Pacific island societies and their component units are
linked with land in every instance. Social anthropology has long recognized
this fact through studies of residential patterns. Nevertheless, none of Mali-
nowski’s pupils has taken easily to his attempt to address the issue in Coral
Gardens and Their Magic. Pioneering studies include those by Oliver in
Bougainville, and Murdock and Goodenough on Truk.14 Almost a decade
passed before the work of Lawrence on the Garia, followed by that of Naya-
cakalou in Tonga, Samoa, and Fiji, and of Sahlins in Fiji.15 Later the subject
became somewhat more fashionable,16 partly under pressure from geogra-
phers coming into the field.17

The consequences of mistaken directions plagued older attempts at deal-
ing with the matter. Ownership was more or less consciously--anthropolo-
gists usually have no legal background--thought to be of the European type,
that is, the fundamental right to “use and abuse land.” This legal conceptual-
ization did not really fit the picture, so authors chose not to dwell at length
on land tenure. Anthropologists could not ignore the contradictions between
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this legal conceptualization and the situation before them; the usual answer
was that ownership of land was in every case deemed to be collective, as
imagined at first by the French social theorists of the last century before the
founders of Marxism took over the same idea.18

The problem then became one of determining which was the landown-
ing group. It was always possible to obtain the assistance of kind infor-
mants, who had reasons of their own to be helpful, to decide which social
unit assumed control over land. This method did not work so well that re-
searchers could be satisfied with the results. Often they had to be contented
with publishing a résumé; nothing in their training helped them to sift
apparently contradictory statements.19

Any analysis citing landowning units is in contradiction with the every-
day mechanics of land tenure itself.20 Land is tilled by individuals and the
members of their nuclear family,21 who band together with others each time
there is a material reason for doing things that way. No concept of collective
ownership lies behind more than one man and woman working, for instance,
on a yam or taro plot. Collective use of land goes with collective physical
investments made in the same land, as in the case of the big Melanesian irri-
gation systems for taro cultivation or the complex drainage systems for sweet
potato cultivation in the high-valley swamps of New Guinea.

Any quarrel over land always finishes by being discussed in public, at the
successive levels offered by residence and descent groups. This practice
gives an appearance of group ownership and control. If questions are asked
in terms of such ownership and control, answers are invariably given in the
same terms. (If the quarrel is over a pig, discussions are at the same levels,
without anybody implying that ownership or control of the pig is vested in
any of the interlocking groups.) The group scale of discussion is there to pre-
vent quarrels from turning sour. Any residential or descent group will strive
to prevent open rifts from provoking physical violence between its mem-
bers. The control exercised is on the members, in the hope they can listen to
reason, not on the object of the quarrel.

We have been carried away by our own implied cultural and philosophi-
cal certainties. The “landowning group” is a Western concept, superimposed
upon the Pacific islands reality, in the same way as was the genealogical
model introduced by W. H. R. Rivers.22  Pacific islanders may manipulate
genealogies in practice, but they respond well to questions phrased in the
genealogical method. In the same way, they respond to the “landowning
group” concept because it is convenient for them. They can talk back to the
white man in terms he thinks he understands, thus ensuring that he does not
interfere in the detail of their lives.

When the people want to reclaim land, as in New Guinea or New Cale-
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donia, linking the claim to a residential group recognized by the colonial
system (often under the name of “clan”) has been quite a practical proposi-
tion In Vanuatu, people managed the same results by being content to
speak only of villages, because they were confronted with minimal resis-
tance on the part of the white plantation owners. What they really wanted
back in each case was a block grant of land, leaving them free to let their
own social practices operate internally without interference either by for-
eigners or by the governments of the newly independent countries.23

The idea of landowning social units had already been questioned in the
analysis of Deacon, who, in 1924-1925 in southwestern Malekula, recog-
nized that territorial ownership as such did not exist but was replaced by
ownership of the well-worn path going through the land being used.24 I later
found such a situation on Lifou, where the path going to the gardens
belonged to the owner of the said gardens. Where it is inconvenient, due to
the ruggedness of the coral outcrops, to have as many paths as there are dif-
ferent plots, a single road exists, the limits of each landowner’s domain being
marked alongside, and only there.25

With two wrong preconceived ideas, one about the unquestioned exist-
ence of ownership as such,26 the other about ownership by social units,27

it took me ages to unravel the land-tenure situations I was confronted
with. After thirty years it dawned on me, and was confirmed by the people
themselves everywhere, that the real system--which they had never ex-
plained because they had never been asked the right question--was that
land accompanied social status and both came with the name given at birth.

I was at the time doing genealogical coverage of part of inland Lösi, on
Lifou, and linking every individual with his legitimate (that is, accepted by
all) land-tenure claims.28  In one case, I needed explanations: a young man
bore a name that had nothing to do with the set of names belonging to his
lineage of birth, and he possessed a domain outside that lineage’s territory as
I knew it. Then, what had evaded me for so many years was explained: that
negotiations preceded birth and that the family meeting called for choosing
a name could be enlarged by representative(s) of another lineage, offering
to give one of the names it controlled to the newborn child, giving him at the
same time the social status and land tenure going with the name.

Thus did I learn too the reason for my wife’s being called Pawe. She had
thereby taken over the name of an elderly, high-born lady called Pawe
Wazizi, the last female representative of an extinct lineage. The lands of that
lineage had been taken over since her death by the Hulicia chieftainship,
which is in permanent prestige competition with the Wahnyamala chieftain-
ship to which my wife belongs. The name given her was meant to allow one
day for a claim to part of the Wazizi domain. This strategic information did
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not come to me through a stroke of anthropological genius but by dealing
with my Melanesian in-laws, who did not imagine they could hide from me
such simple facts of life.29

This is one possible variant of a system we never thought of, or which got
concealed as a form of adoption. The link between the name given at birth30

and social status and land tenure offers an extraordinary advantage. It creates
a flexible situation, with the capacity for all sorts of adaptations. It can fit
equally well unilineal or nonunilineal descent systems. That may be why it
has been so little noticed, except in the case of systems of titles, which have
been observed since the very beginnings of Western contact. Although such
titles have long been thought of as a Polynesian trait, the people of south-
central Vanuatu also extracted the name as an individualized concept, theo-
retically separated from its living bearer, and created a system organized by
titles, inherited or acquired, whereby access to land and to social status
could be gained later in life, and even be changed more than once.

As in variations in the Pacific way of assuming positions of authority,
access to land by individual name or title can also take different forms. The
following examples are offered as illustration, not a model: at birth (for
example, New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands, southern Vanuatu, northern Male-
kula, Fiji, south-central Vanuatu); more than once (south-central Vanuatu);
acquired (Shepherd Islands) or inherited (Efate, southern and central Vanu-
atu); available to every member of the male population (Loyalty Islands,
New Caledonia, southern and central Vanuatu); patrilineal and patrilocal
(New Caledonia, Loyalty Islands, southern Vanuatu, Malekula, Fiji) or
matrilineal and matrilocal (Efate, western Aoba, northern Pentecost, Banks
Islands); differentiated according to the status of lineages (Loyalty Islands,
Fiji); with a single dynastic title for specific lineages (New Caledonia, Loy-
alty Islands, Fiji); with alternating dynastic titles for specific lineages (New
Caledonia), and so forth.

My judgment today is that the concept of the landowning unit is an
unhappy legacy from Durkheim and Radcliffe-Brown and that there is no
formal ownership of land in Western terms anywhere. Rather, we find in
eastern Melanesia systems regulating access to land for each individual in
each generation, the land being handed back at death to the person bearing
anew the same name or title, by choice or inheritance, and not to any
landowning social unit, This judgment, made on the basis of observations in
areas with systems of titles to which the individual can have access according
to specific rules with regard to lineage and individual strategies, is validated
in principle at least from central Vanuatu to New Caledonia and the Loyalty
Islands, and beyond to Polynesia.

Control by the relevant social unit involves only those locations having
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mythical implications for the entire group and where rites are practiced.
Each such location has a “servant” or “master” or “priest” who acts in the
name of the group and for its benefit. These locations together define a sort
of global territory (but again not in Western terms) where the rites being
enacted in the name of the group protect the individual’s undisturbed con-
trol of his own land rights. The choice of the word maître (master) by Mau-
rice Leenhardt was a good one.31 The “master” is the one who controls
specific locations by virtue of the name(s) he holds. There can easily be
more than one name, some of which can be that of the principal location he
holds or one or the other of those his ancestors held. It can be his residence
or a former residence of the people of his lineage.

Two different systems dealing with land are thus superimposed and inter-
lock with one another, neither of which is ownership in Western terms of
reference.

Individual privileged access to land does not always mean that physical
limits are placed around a plot or cluster of plots. Indicators of such access
are placed along paths and are verified through the use of place names.
Paths going through a tract of land belong to the beneficiary (unless the path
crosses more than one tract) and no one can go through the path without
permission. In the Shepherd Islands, south-central Vanuatu, plots linked to
an elective title are never contained in a single cluster but systematically
dispersed over an entire district, an island, or even more than one island.
This effectively prevents any violent quarrel or war from erupting over land
ownership.

The social role of the group involved, whatever the scope or size of mem-
bership, is to make the decision about who is the next rightholder, only
interceding later if the designated person relinquishes those rights through a
lengthy change of residence. Everywhere in this part of the Pacific a long
absence means that individual rights are, provisionally at least, put in abey-
ance. Rights can be taken over by an elder brother or a lineage chief,32 and
their return negotiated later. There have been thousands of such cases since
Western contact. The responsibility of the lineage chief or of a high-ranking
individual is to organize the meeting where a decision will eventually be
made, not to decide on his own. In the same way, higher-placed chiefs--not
“village chiefs” since the extant villages are usually missionary or administra-
tive creations--can be called upon to arbitrate land matters or to take over
land in trust when a lineage has no male heir. These chiefs also determine
not the final placement of a particular plot or set of plots but the day of the
decisive meeting.

Thus, these persons of authority exercise the right to convene a meeting
but not the right that so many white people have imagined, which is to
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simply determine land rights on their own authority. Often outsiders are led
to this mistaken notion by an interested party who knows the advantages
that could be derived from being believed to be solely in charge. It is true
that in the translation of the decision taken, the person of highest rank
present is usually said to have made the decision, but this is only a formal
recognition of rank, adding greater prestige to the outcome. Such niceties of
formal language, into which islanders automatically fall when speaking of
these subjects, have too often been taken at face value. Much of what the
“informant” says can only be understood in more general conversation about
these matters.

Another concept that has had a detrimental effect on our understanding
of land tenure is “tribute.” This term, stemming from classical civilizations
or earlier, connotes a political system based on some form of taxation. There
is no tribute of this kind given to anyone in eastern Melanesia. Rather, gifts
of agricultural produce, fish, or artifacts go from people classified as junior
brothers or headmen of junior lines to elder brothers or representatives of
senior lines. These gifts call for two things: a countergift of lower value from
the recipient, and the obligation of the recipient to feed the donor and host
him overnight if he lives far away. The yams, for example, given by a man
must never be given to him to eat. It is the responsibility of special ceremo-
nial jobholders at the chief’s court and of the chief’s legitimate first wife (a
firstborn daughter of high rank) to administer such a situation and to see to
it that no visitor ever goes hungry.33

The importance of names--personal names obtained at birth, successive
names indicating successive ranks, place names defining land rights, place
names defining where the human society talks to the other world--is being
more readily recognized today. As previously noted, Bateson’s earlier work
was not sufficiently attended at the time. He was talking of secret names,
the knowledge of which gave rights over land. These could be lost if the
holder became so provoked to fury in debate that he would blurt out the
names in public, thus losing his rights. Transfer of these to the orator who
had obtained this public revelation was an individual affair. The winner
would immediately impose new secret names to insure he kept his prize.
Here again, there was no landowning unit acting as such and no direct inter-
ference of the lineage in the verbal fight.

Because of the importance of public discussion, there are plots of land
with no recognized rightholder since the meetings convened on the matter
were unable to reach a consensus or the reponsible person of rank never
(for reasons of his own) convened the necessary meeting.34 Other plots are
left unused because of a curse having been laid, threatening anybody who
tries to work the land with, for example, death without a male heir.
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When populations were in decline, the provisional answer was to put on
one individual more than one name, more than one social status, and thus
multiple land claims. In the presence of a belligerent European settler class,
the use of Christian names helped to hide this particular adaptive process
from inquisitive European eyes. Today, when population has been increas-
ing for the past thirty years, parents have gleefully given their long-hoped-
for children all the names inherited from earlier times, thus reviving one
after the other claims on land taken over by planters and settlers. In most of
the tens of cases where people told me in Vanuatu35 and New Caledonia
about their strategy to use new generations of children to create further
pressure for return of former lands, they have won their cases. Often this
was done with some help from me, as the acknowledged price for their talk-
ing freely.

Today we are approaching population numbers in most islands approxi-
mating those when whites came to the South Pacific two centuries ago.
Cases of overpopulation, some severe, are evident; there is not sufficient
land for adequate fallow, and the crops are smaller each year. This has hap-
pened in Méré Lava before the island exploded and had to be abandoned, it
is happening now in the Poindimié and Cape Bayes “native reservations” in
New Caledonia, and surely elsewhere. For a number of years, the Shepherd
Islands people have quietly resorted to making two land-tenure titles out of
one by adding to it a qualifying adjective. This is comparable to the multipli-
cation of titles in Western Samoa, while in Tonga the constitutional right of
each young couple to enough land to build a house and raise its own food is
slowly becoming a dream of the past.

Hierarchies: The Loyalty Islands

It has long been accepted that Polynesian societies operate on a hierarchical
model. However, Hocart showed us that a Fijian hierarchy could be a com-
plex working system, with people established in all sorts of positions
whereby their allegiance to the titular head was defined in all sorts of ways.
This could be interpreted as creating many sets of conditions for the func-
tioning of links between hierarchy members, without which the system
would wane. The principal link is one between so-called chiefs and talking
chiefs, which at least in Samoa looks suspiciously like a dual chieftainship. In
a brilliant paper, Christina Toren shows how this duality works in the minds
and the behavior of Fijians.36

I myself showed some twenty years ago for Melanesians in Ouvéa that
the than did not exist without the members of his court who exercised spe-
cial privileges within it. These were: the hingat in than, builders of houses
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and canoes, advisers with the privilege of physically beating the chief for
misconduct; the hnyimen than, the chief’s mouthpieces who learned from
their forefathers to speak on their own, without specific instructions from
the chief; the tang tangen than, who keeps the chief’s treasures at the latter’s
will; the ahnyaba, the only person who can sleep with the chief in the
hnyeule, the hut containing the chief’s yam provisions,37 and can eat the fruit
of the banana tree at the foot of which the chief relieves himself at night;
and the obotrkong, “sacred basket,” who concludes discussion at day’s end in
the chief’s meetinghouse and voices the decision arrived at by consensus or
the disagreement. The chief talks in a low voice during the meeting and can-
not impose his views easily on those who are present, because they consti-
tute among themselves the only visible structure of the chieftainship. As
such, they dominate him as much as the reverse. Any of these privileged
persons wanting to assert his autonomy will not be present at the meeting
but will delegate in his place the head of a junior lineage. Such a delegation
has at times become permanent.

Chieftainships are thus surrounded by lineages, the titular heads of
which are striving to stay as independent as they can. One way is to formal-
ize the relation with the chief in a yearly offering, tang sahac, brought when
the lineage head decides to and consisting of what he has decided to give. In
this way, the lineage head is not buried in the throng of je ditr, the lineages
most closely related to the chief, bringing in the fat, the firstfruits of the
crop to fill the chief’s yam house.

The oral traditions belonging to each such chieftainship in eastern Mela-
nesia bring out the differences between them. The Lifou atresi do not beat
their chiefs but may kill them. At other times, murderers are threatened
with a divine curse, stemming from the outer world, the one of the haze.
One lineage descending from a murderer of one of the paramount chiefs of
the Wetr district is to be found, under another name, in the nearby Gaica
district. The curse had apparently fallen only on the name assumed before
the murder. In the same way, one will find paramount lines having lost their
status, living in the same or adjacent districts, under different names.
Although Father Dubois described for Maré a society where the older lin-
eages controlling land were victims of a wholesale murder--“le massacre des
élétok” --descendants of these same lineages have been found living quietly
at some distance from their former residence, under other names, having
lost their former control of land.

Another aspect of these very flexible hierarchies is that they are paired;
no chieftainship is self-contained, nor can it be isolated for description or
analysis. Every chief has a paired rival, and their competition usually con-
tinues over centuries. In this competition, each chief seeks help from a sup-
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porting lineage nearby. All decisions must be taken with the approval of the
head of this supporting lineage. Although theoretically there are paramount
chiefs in Ouvéa, the presence of other lineages and the need to seek their
support constrain the power of any chief.

Colonial authorities and mission authorities have utilized what thus
appeared as rivalries for their own ends, but the Melanesians have in turn
pursued strategies that incorporated the administration and missions. For
example, the Bahit chiefs were living close to the Imwene chiefly line in
northern Ouvéa. The Bahit became Catholics and enlisted the Marist
fathers on their side, waging war once more against the now mostly Protes-
tant south and also against the Imwene, who had become Protestant so as
not to fall under the Bahit’s power. The war was won by the Catholic side.
The Imwene had to flee to Fayawe, the seat of the Hwenegei chieftainship,
then the Hwenegei and Imwene had to flee together to New Caledonia
proper for some years. They were brought back to Ouvéa by the French
troops who took possession in 1864.

The Imwene chief had to become Catholic to protect his peace. All the
dependents of his lineage remained stoutly Protestant and went on to build
a village and a London Missionary Society (LMS) church in the bush, on
farmland. They called Gosana the place that had earlier been known as
hnyebuba, “the yam fields.’ In 1988, the reigning Bahit chief accused the
Imwene people of being responsible for an attack on the Fayawe police post
in which four gendarmes were killed. The village was occupied by the army
and the people manhandled. A few years before, the Bahit had accused
three young people from Gosana of having set fire to the hotel in Fayawe,
but the court found no proof of the accusation. With twenty-four murders
on its books, the administration finally awoke in the fall of 1988 to the plight
of the Gosana people and gave belated official recognition to the Imwene
chieftainship, releasing the people from the Bahit’s effort to put them under
his dominion. The Bahit chief died a few weeks later, from overindulgence,
but it was rumored that his death was really the revenge of the dead, living
from time immemorial in a cave that had been invaded by the army with
guides supplied by the Bahit.

In Fayawe, where the bulk of Melanesian speakers of the island live, the
paramount chiefs are two, Hwenegei and Draume. The Draume are the
older residents, the Hwenegei having immigrated from New Caledonia
where they were makers of shell money on the west coast, in the south of
the Voh district. Draume never accepted Hwenegei’s usurpation of para-
mountcy and has remained independent. The two groups have been fighting
each other since, for more than four hundred years, though they live less
than two hundred yards from each other. The Draume is considered in
Lifou to be an offshoot from the principal landholding lineage around
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Drueula, in the Gaica district. However, the chief insists on expressing that
tradition in the reverse order and continues to call Hwenegei the foreigner.

In the Wetr district of Lifou, conversion to Christianity was led by the
principal atresi, Upinu Waleweny, who had prophesied that a new faith and
light would come from the east. The Ukeinesö lineage (as it was then called,
or Sihaze since a murdered chief was replaced by a man chosen from a lin-
eage in Ouvéa) then called for French Marist fathers to come in an effort to
keep some of its independence from the growing power of LMS mission-
aries. The LMS missionaries were viewed as favoring the Bula chiefly line in
the Lösi district and the Waehyna chiefs in their Xepenehe domain in Wetr.
Similarly, the isola, mother of the young Zeula chief in the Gaica district,
herself originating from the Xetriwaan chiefly line of Touaourou in New
Caledonia, brought Catholicism to one part of her son’s chiefly court. In this
way, he kept some independence from the pressure of Lösi district and its
paramount chief, Bula.

My wife’s mother’s brother was Noeja Wahnyamala, the principal chief of
the Lifou village of Kejany in the Lösi district. His lineage had been in com-
petition, over generations past, with the Hulicia line coming from the
Wedrumel village in Gaica, where the Wahnyamala have a good third of
their dependents. Noeja had been imprisoned before World War II for hav-
ing refused to let his young men work on the roads for the government. A
Hulicia had been put in as village chief in his stead. Some years ago, the
old Hlonu, ten adro, “master of the land,” became very angry at the young
Hulicia chief, who had given permission for people of a nearby village to cut
wood in Hlonu’s domain, ignoring Hlonu himself. The old man went to see
Noeja Wahnyamala, and told him: “Hulicia has betrayed me. I am coming
now on your side, so that the Wahnyamala will finally have won the day.”
Noeja thanked him ceremoniously but spent the greater part of the year try-
ing to bring the two back together, even preaching in his role as deacon on
the subject of Christian reconciliation.

This incident and others have led me to understand that these rivalries
were at the very core of the workings of the social structure. They cannot be
suppressed; only our Western naivete leads us to try to ask people to forget
their quarrels. In these cases, as with land tenure, essential information
comes from observing real behavior over long periods of time, not simply
asking questions about principles or models.

Hierarchies: New Caledonia

It took me forty years to make a survey of all positions, functions, and privi-
leges among the Melanesians of New Caledonia proper, lineage by lineage.
The data were those that the possessors were willing to give, which I have
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checked over the years through both interviews and observations. Chieftain-
ships here have a knack of always changing shape. No one is identical to
another; they come in all sizes, large, medium, small. If one thinks of a pos-
sible logical variant of the model expressed in general terms, it can be found
in some corner, as well as those unheard of, nicely blending to the people’s
satisfaction what might seem to be contradictory principles.

These chiefs are always competing among themselves, each trying to
maintain the greatest amount of autonomy possible for himself. Apparent
links of domination are often parts of larger strategies, for example, estab-
lishing links in two directions to play one competing chief against another.
Sometimes a ceremonial function will be conveniently translated into action
only once a year as it suits the strategy of competition. As in the Loyalties,
social and political unity is never the aim.

No chief exists without one or two rivals, each being the reason the others
are able to maintain independence. A few chiefs hold court in a wide, walled
enclosure, reigning over dignitaries following much the same model as in
the Loyalty Islands. Some appear to hold a fraction of power only insofar as
they belong to a system of horizontal relations permitting them to mobilize
the support of others dispersed over a wide area. What seem to be local de-
pendents operate largely independently, so long as they keep courteous rela-
tions with their nominal superiors, Nothing is more difficult to obtain from a
New Caledonia Melanesian than the admission that he follows anyone’s bid-
ding. Nevertheless, hierarchical positions are all initially inherited, the flexi-
bility of the system allowing for changes in status through prowess in war or
political acumen.

One well-established institution is a web of formalized relations between
lineages that claim the same, far-off place of origin. If one goes to that place,
one learns that this single root in the soil is only apparent. For example,
Mount Souma, overlooking the valleys of Poya in the west and Houaïlou in
the east, is claimed as their place of origin by the larger part of the Paici-
speaking people. This is only a symbol. Their real origins stem from further
south through the Bourail and Kwawa valleys. At the bottom of the latter,
the local myth explains that the chieftainship there is identical with that on
the island of Muli, in the Ouvéa lagoon. If one were to go then to Muli, he
would be sent back to New Caledonia.

There are at least two, and most probably three, webs of relationships
recognized widely that cover the Loyalty Islands as well as New Caledonia.
The movements along these webs have been so numerous over thousands of
years that each is found to be extraordinarily complex. One practical rule is
nevertheless rather simple: if a particular place of origin is claimed, relations
operate both ways between the two points in space. This is most clear
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between the north of Ouvéa and the Wetr district in Lifou. In both places,
lineages claim the other side of the channel as their place of origin. New
Caledonians tend to be more coherent in their presentation of such things,
but traditional routes showing only one direction between A and B are only
a literary device. Men and women ply these routes both ways, which is the
important point.

One way of checking on this is through sifting the events of colonial his-
tory. For instance, who became Catholic or Protestant and for what reason
(that is, in opposition to whom)? Where did the LMS and the French Prot-
estant missions recruit their helpers, pastors (nata, hnamiatr, nahibat), and
deacons (dikona)? Who were the privileged candidates for teaching or pas-
toral work and why? Since democratic elections have become well estab-
lished, the supporters of the different candidates can be looked at, as well as
the arguments that are used outside the presence of European politicians,
even those belonging to the same political side. The name of one of the two
principal webs of relationships appeared thirty years ago on the voting papers
of an Ouvéa candidate, without any European official even noticing it. How-
ever, I did, and this started me on the road of mapping, slowly but precisely,
this type of relationship. The result is so intermingled and detailed it has
become unreadable, except by Melanesians themselves. Nevertheless, it
provides an excellent guide to interpret events, even the most gruesome like
the recent massacre in the northern Ouvéa cave.

One question hanging over the Loyalty Islands and New Caledonia is
what has happened to the earliest inhabitants, those who are thought to
maintain more ancient links with the other world and whose blessing is said
to be needed by all later immigrants. The theoretical model offered by Mau-
rice Leenhardt was the dual function served by chiefs, who were really
eldest sons of the senior line, orokau, and so-called masters of the land, kavu
neva, who controlled the interface between the land of the living and that
shared by the gods and the dead. The problem is that the kavu neva can be
at the same time orokau in their own lineage or group of lineages. Thus, the
dual function disappears when it is lodged in a single individual. A number
of chiefs are not kavu neva while others have no kavu neva associated with
them, having deliberately sent them on their way. (The expansionist Paici
chiefs had a habit of keeping authority among themselves by getting rid of
older inhabitants who maintained solidarity links with potential foes.) Neva
means landscape--in a sense, a territorial concept--but not the soil used to
plant yam or taro. These kavu neva have little to do with land tenure.

There are other sorts of kavu. Among them, the kavu mëu, “master of the
yam,” who decides which day the first of the yam crop will be eaten by men
(women and children eat them a month later), is easily the most revered and
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most powerful, if power is the correct word. Kavu kare ma kwa, “masters of
sun and rain,” play an equally important role.

Today, as we have seen, in Maré the oldest lineages, the eletok, have been
deposed and obliged to change names so as to loosen their former control of
land. In Lifou, the ten adro are the intermediaries with the other world;
most of the priests dealing with the innumerable haze are taken from their
ranks. Thus, they cannot enter any chiefly court, being considered too dan-
gerous because of their strong men (mana) derived from the haze invisible
community. In the Wetr district they are called alalu, always found in pairs,
and linked to a small number of special officers, the atresi. Atresi are meant
to be chiefs of the alalu but in reality are their go-betweens, having no indi-
vidual power over any haze except through them. In Ouvéa, the oldest
inhabitants are called üay, but their membership is a matter of discussion, if
not outright quarrel. Though some of them grace every chief’s court, no one
agrees on their specific function. That is, they are there because tradition
says they should be, but they have lost any significant power or privilege.

Hierarchies: Northern Malekula

The Big Nambas of northern Malekula are ruled by dual chieftainships, be-
tween which the form of competition alternates between war and the offer-
ing of hundreds of pigs. The chief, mweleun, presides in an alley of stone
monoliths along which pigs are tied to wooden stakes. At the same time a
mweleun gives a feast to his arch rival, he takes a degree in the local graded
hierarchy specially reserved for chiefs. His men will bring in the pigs to be
ceremonially clubbed by their mweleun, but they cannot compete for grades
reserved for him.

The rival mweleun say they come from two fruits, each having fallen on
one side of the stately roots of the nakatambol tree. The two children born
from the fruits survived by sucking the trunk’s nodes. When they grew older,
they walked about in the open; each discovered the other and that they were
born from a nakatambol. At first, they remained near their mother tree.
Then people living on the land discovered them and installed each one as
chief of a particular location.

Living people did not divide themselves between the two chiefs, as is the
habit elsewhere in the islands, but stayed apart from them. The result is
unusual. Wars and offerings of food and pigs are played out between the two
chiefly lines, their junior lineages being those who rear the pigs and present
them to their respective chiefs to be clubbed. These junior lineages will get
their return when their particular chief is the recipient, rather than the
giver. Chiefs and their men drink kava from the dry root in the evening in
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the Fijian way, clapping cupped hands as each man in turn dips his face in
the kava bowl and takes a long sip. If more than one chief or honored guest
is present, a man of the host lineage will have to drink between each so men
of rank do not drink in direct succession.

The former “masters of the land,” the nembalian, do not participate,
since they live in villages apart from those who support one of the dual
mweleun. They rear pigs only for their own consumption. However, if there
is a war, the chief of the vanquished side must offer a human victim to make
peace with his rival. Although the nembalian do not participate in the war,
they give one of their number to be sacrificed, hung by the legs to the eyes
of a standing carved wooden drum, while the men of the victorious chief
sing the chants and dance the dance dealing with killing men.

This is the theory The truth is that the victim is left alive but obliged to
change identity; he is given a new name, a new lineage, and a new wife, and
he must cut all links with his former kin and family. The chants are never-
theless sung and the dance performed. The nembalian say they are threat-
ened with extinction if they do not offer such a victim at least once in a
generation.

The nembalian have other functions. They are surgeons of true circumci-
sion, this being one of the rare areas in Vanuatu (with northern Raga) where
it is practiced. They are also the carvers of wooden drums, the makers of
clubs and bamboo spears fitted with a wooden human head, and the sculp-
tors of the tree fern finial carvings for the men’s houses, the amel. If a young
chief is in a hurry to take over from his father or from his elder brother, the
nembalian will furnish murderers to swiftly dispatch the man at night.

Hierarchies: Shepherd Islands

Extending southeast from Epi to Mataso, this area encompasses the larger
islands of Tongoa, Tongariki, and Emae. Here the nawothlam is at the top of
a hierarchy made up of a number of lines, the head of each carrying one of a
number of existing titles, organized in one of many parallel series. Some
titles are only names; others carry specific functions directed toward the
nawotalam. No such chief goes without his atavi. This man has the obliga-
tion of protecting his chief from anything coming from the other world. The
chief is inaugurated on the marae, the square where dances are held, where
men drink kava in the evening, and where each titleholder is allotted a stone
seat along sides of the square. At inauguration, the specific stone is regarded
as too powerful for the chief, who places his foot on a piece of hard wood
slanting from the stone to the ground. Only the atavi is allowed to put his
foot on the stone. For this power he was to be clubbed and buried while still
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alive, so that his corpse would become the nawotalam’s headrest when the
latter died. On each side and at his feet, the chief would have one of his
wives, buried alive after having been drugged with kava. Excavations by Jose
Garanger throughout the area have produced conclusive evidence of this
practice.38

The takalakal is the mouthpiece of the nawotalam; in eastern Melanesia
as well as Polynesia, no man of rank should be without his orator. For an
orator to deliver a speech in public is a mark of rank for the man on behalf of
whom the speech is given. Only in certain parts of New Caledonia proper
does the chief speak out in public on his own.

The manuvasa, munuay, or munue is the man who talks on behalf of the
chief to the other world, praying to the god (nasumwaur) who protects the
residential group--a thing the atavi cannot do. He is the person who has
visions about the future. The namataisau is the carpenter who builds sea-
going canoes; he also carves wooden dishes, clubs, and standing wooden
drums. The takaori takes the lead in war; he also dispatches, by clubbing
from behind, any nakainanga (a supporter of the chief because of linked
titles) who has been condemned to death. He will also kill the chief’s wives
and atavi upon the chiefs death.

A key aspect of the system is that such titles are not inherited but attrib-
uted to a young man if and when he is regarded as capable of the responsi-
bilities going with a title. Marae are not lineages but residence groups, and
one resides according to the title he received. Titles can change according to
different stages in life. For example, one can ascend in rank, in the same
island or another. There are specific titles for elderly people who want to
live a quieter life. Recited genealogies are thus pseudogenealogies, being in
fact successions of titleholders to the same title and rank.

Throughout the area, subordinate titleholders give their nawotalam the
firstfruits of the yam crop, adding a pig or two. This submission, called the
nasaotonga, is regularly given within the marae, but at longer intervals
between nawotalam of unequal rank. The members of a local residential
system of titles are linked to other, more exalted ones and, through their
chiefs, to other nawotalam in the same or another island. The value and
power of a title is linked to the regular exercise of obligations, so that pigs
may be sent by canoe as formal recognition of higher rank operating
between marae in different islands.

Titles thus belong to systems of interlocking formal hierarchies, which
appear to be rather stable, inasmuch as one finds in different places the
same titles associated with each other, though not always in the same rank
order. In a complete survey of this system, and that in Efate and the adja-
cent islands where succession to titles is matrilineal, each village knew its
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local variant of the system and enough of the total to fit their own variant
without contradiction. However, the system is not fixed: titles may be added
or subtracted.

Certainly a key issue here is land, for a title gives access to land. Nontitle-
holders, of whom there are a few, have to work on their father’s or elder
brothers land. But the landholding going with a title never is a single piece,
but many plots, dispersed to provide drier soil for yams and sweet potatoes,
more humid soil for taro, and protected areas for banana, sugarcane, and
kava shoots. The holding may be in a single island or more than one. The
result is that landholdings are mixed in such a way that interpersonal or
intermarae disputes (over pigs, women, or succession to a title) do not
become a fight over land. One cannot take over another man’s land as such;
only taking over of titles is allowed.

Hierarchies: Tanna

Tanna in the south of Vanuatu is the island for which the most detailed infor-
mation exists, because it maintained on its gentle slopes rising to a central
plateau much of its former population.39   I have published a complete survey
of all social ranks, privileges, and functions for the entire island, data unfor-
tunately ignored by more recent authors although organized by residential
groups to be more useful.40   It is perhaps the habit of what I call “prescriptive
anthropology” that has distracted workers from using such material as ten
pages of traditional names, with associated privileges and functions, found
in the Waesisi district.

This extensive work is the basis for my judgment that the concept of “big-
man” is not useful for analyzing Tannese material. The exchange of huge
amounts of pigs in the nekowiar ceremonies does not in itself indicate a big-
man, for pig exchanges are widespread in the Pacific. On Tanna, only certain
ranking men, yèrëmërë, have the capacity to organize and lead a group of
lineages, associated with a dancing square. (There are more than one kava
drinking squares, yimwayim, for each dancing square.) The lineage mem-
bers call on others with whom they are linked so that the throng on either
side is never exactly the same at each nekowiar: Nor is the leader of the host
group the same man. The idea is that for the well-being of all the island
responsibilities must circulate, each time on another dancing square, and all
dancing squares are formally linked to others through parallel named routes.
In this way, the fiction that the two sides at each nekowiar represent the
entire island is preserved.

Tanna is a society of carefully preserved rank, organized in such a way
that few people outrank all the others. Formal privileges and functions are
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strongly adhered to and transmitted patrilineally. There are those who have
the privilege of carrying a small white plume (mëruk, nuwamëneng) stuck in
the hair; those who have the right to a short or tall vertical contraption (küe-
ria) made of coconut fiber and covered with white feathers, so tall and heavy
that it must be carried on the right shoulder instead of the head and be sup-
ported on sticks by the followers of the ranking man; those who have the
right to receive and cook any turtle that is caught; those who have the privi-
lege of coming at night to open the oven and eat the head of the cooked
turtle, everyone else recognizing the next day that the special right has been
exercised; those who cook the special, hairless black pigs (poka kepwie)
killed at a nekowiar, to be eaten by all the guests at their residences; those
who plant, care for, and are the only ones to distribute the nekaua topunga,
the special kava plant whose stem has been partly covered with soil to con-
centrate the drug; those who are said to be cannibals, but who in fact have
links to similar lineages with whom they exchange corpses that they never
eat but pass along until decomposition demands that the corpse be buried;
and those who are brought the firstfruits of the yam crop (often enough
bearers of küeria).

Lesser-ranked dignitaries are those who are the surgeons incising the
foreskins of boys, those who possess specific traditional medicines, and
those who are the masters of the rites to ensure sufficient supplies of crops
or fish in a given area. Each of the last-named owns a stone (or stones,
though they often speak as if there was only one) that is washed annually in a
wooden dish in the shape of a canoe hull (niko, nengoo) in water or occa-
sionally coconut milk. These stones have to do with all the important crops,
including kava, with fish generally or specific fishes, or turtle. The possess-
ors of stones allowing for control of rain, sun, storm, and thunder are among
the most revered of these so-called magicians, who are in fact priests calling
on the dead and the gods to give them satisfaction.

A single man, on the plateau, has the privilege and responsibility of
ensuring that all the Tannese will have full bellies all year long. In a special
room in his house, he has on the wall a large pandanus basket filled with a
number of smaller baskets, each containing a symbol (leaf or twig) of a dif-
ferent vegetable food. Each year all old baskets must be burned and
replaced by new ones made by his wife to ensure the overall well-being of all
the people throughout the island. He is the only person to have this particu-
lar privilege.

All the holders of what may be called fertility stones know each other, by
specialty, and act in coordination with one another. They start with a specific
rite each year in the northwest of Tanna, for example, for bananas. A mes-
sage is sent to the next holder of banana stones in a southeasterly direction
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so that, in the course of a few weeks, the whole round of the island is com-
pleted, crop by crop. Many proud possessors of fertility stones also hold
other privileges, but no rule governs this. Traditionally recognized diseases
are also linked with stones, the washing of which is added to the use of
medicinal plants to achieve a cure.

At least one-fourth of the men in the island thus hold one or another of
these privileges and proudly assume its possession as a sign of rank. In such
a formalized society, it makes little sense to speak of big-manship, for one
always knows who has, or who hasn’t, the right to lead an exchange of pigs
because such a right has been inherited.

A very special institution on Tanna is linked with the existence of two
nonmarital moieties, Numrukwen and Koiometa.41 These moieties were
meant to govern peace and war--no easy task. Numrukwen and Koiometa
populations lived intermixed throughout the island, neither group being
consolidated on a large tract of land. Thus, if war occurred, it was only be-
tween a fragment of Numrukwen and another of Koiometa, with what sup-
port they could muster. War consisted of surprise raids and the burning of
houses, so that the vanquished group had to flee and negotiate later to
be allowed to return. Here entered a special dignitary, yani niko or yani
nengoo, each having his own messenger, to carry out negotiations allowing
resettlement. No conquering group was permitted to deny original residents
their land for more than one generation.

The yani niko, “holder of the canoe” symbolizing the social unit, linked to
his kava drinking square and one dancing place only, held sway over more
than one residential group. This is what seems to resemble a chief most in
Western eyes. He is an anomalous person who can betray his own people
and secretly plot to bring war down upon them if he feels they do not pay
due respect to him because they have been enjoying peace for too long.
After having seen them chased away, he can then change tack and become
again, as were his forefathers, the savior of his own people who cannot nego-
tiate their return without his active presence.

Moiety structure might not be the best name for this institution. There is
a third group,42   Kowut Kasua, which manages to avoid the conflicts between
the others. In the context of nekowiar, Numrukwen and Koiometa approxi-
mate ceremonial moieties.

At the time of independence, I was called into the Yanamwakel kava
square by Rengyao, the yani nengoo, whom I had earlier registered as be-
longing to Kowut Kasua. He asked me to drink kava with him, then pointed
to two stones protruding from the volcanic soil. He said he had a dream
about the location of lost Numrukwen and Koiometa stones, and had dug
them out at the precise spot indicated in his dream. At the same time, he
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was telling me that the choice of all Kowut Kasua on the island was for the
independence of Vanuatu, but that this choice was about peace in the
present, not a promise for the future. Some time later the Kowut Kasua
switched sides, and the Vanuaaku Pati lost the provincial elections.

The conquest of most of Tanna by the Presbyterian mission, and the
return after May 1941 of most of the island to traditional ways through the
John Frum movement,43 provided insights on the inner workings of Tannese
society. All privilege holders cooperated enthusiastically in my global survey
of the island, so each could have his name registered as he wanted it. Later
they came on their own to be shown exactly how this personal information
had been written down.

In the course of this work, I was confronted with a number of unresolved
land cases. These were created by Presbyterian missionaries following the
same policies as had the LMS under John Williams,44 deciding that land ten-
ure should be defined as it was at the onset of Christianization, allowing for
no new claims. As a result, a number of groups of some importance who had
been trapped in exile after a lost war were unable to return home. Mission-
aries, and the British administration following their lead, refused to allow
any change.

Land-tenure problems that had arisen from the building of overly large
Christian congregations disappeared along with their villages in 1941, as
each lineage returned to its premission residence. The exceptions involved
the exiles, who called on their yani niko to intercede once more on their
behalf. They therefore got into trouble with the Condominium administra-
tion, which refused to budge any more than it had before based on the same
justification. The exiles then came to me.

I discussed the situation for some months with Dr. Armstrong, a very
liberal missionary doctor who disagreed on this and other points with his
more orthodox colleagues. (Consequently, while they lost their Christian
flocks, he managed to keep his patients, even attending to the wives of John
Frum adherents who came to deliver babies under his care.) I decided on a
strategy that would address the entreaties, repeated since 1948, of James
Yehnayeu, former assessor in the native court, deacon in the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, and yani niko for one of the aggrieved parties. I con-
tacted the descendants of Loohmae of Lenakel (the very first convert of the
Reverend Frank Paton), who had used missionaries to help him grab land
belonging to a group in exile on the other side of the mountain. These
descendants came to a meeting with the claimant group; I had bought a pig
and fed them well. After having eaten together, Loohmae’s ranking descen-
dant stood up and declared his people were ready to return the land. It was
concluded in a matter of months, similar land claims finding at the same
time an equally happy resolution.
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The only place, to my knowledge, in Tanna where offerings are still made
to the god Mauitikitiki, under that very name (Mwatiktik), is in Port Resolu-
tion, southeastern Tanna.45 There a young yam tuber will be put under a
rocky, underwater ledge by a diver, the god said to be living at the top of
Mount Melen.46 A parallel is found in Emae, in the Shepherd Islands, where
a white rooster will be left to rot, his feet securely tied, at the god’s altar.
Both of the priests entrusted with these rites live in a Melanesian village,
speak a non-Polynesian Austronesian language, and are nominally Christians.

The myth of Mauitikitiki is as well structured in the center of Vanuatu as
in eastern Polynesia, except that his fishing up of islands is done by swinging
from a rope fastened to a horizontal branch of a banyan tree, that he uses his
fishhook and not his maternal grandfathers lower jaw, and that his death is
yet to come. Other so-called Polynesian gods are known under cognate
names (for example, Karispunga and Tafakisema, as in Maori Karihi and
Hema) and with the same stories told, although the name Tangaloa is only
applied to a sea snake in Tanna. When this snake was killed and buried, the
first coconut tree sprouted from its eyes.

To see Mwatiktik associated with Melanesian institutions might seem like
heresy, but only if one has a simplified view of an opposition between Mela-
nesia and Polynesia. The fact is that a version of this deity is found widely
and that hierarchies are equally widespread. However, in Tanna, they are
not always visible, coming to the fore particularly during nekowiar periods
and lapsing at other times into relative insignificance.

One of the analytic problems I did not see clearly at the start of my work
in Tanna is that the society that Tannese rebuilt when they abandoned
Christianity lacked its former flexibility. As a kind of ideological blow against
Western dominance, they presented a global display coming straight from
their remembered past in the last century but a reconstituted culture said to
be timeless and unchanging. Brand new interpretations presented as local
myths, hundreds of visions in the evening at kava time, or prophetic dreams
in the dead of night put movement back into the picture.47 In fact, Tanna is
always dynamic and on the move, although Tannese will stoutly deny this at
every opportunity.

Conclusion

This article has presented for an English-reading audience a wide array of
data on land tenure and hierarchies in eastern Melanesia, bringing to the
fore information too often overlooked because originally published in
another language. However, there are some larger theoretical points to be
made. One is to attack once more an artificial distinction between “Mela-
nesia” and “Polynesia” that is not supported by cultural studies. A second is
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to emphasize that too heavy a reliance on Western concepts, especially
notions like “landowning group” or “chiefs versus big-men,” obscures rather
than advances our understanding. Rather, actual observation of people’s
activities, ideally made over long periods of time, is the appropriate method-
ology. Finally, the material presented should show how capable Pacific
islanders are of managing their social lives in a flexible, therefore appropri-
ate, manner so long as outsiders do not constrain these working systems with
ideas not really applicable to those lives.

NOTES

1. For example, in 1936 Gregory Bateson established links between land-tenure claims
and myth among the Iatmul in the middle Sepik area of New Guinea, and Douglas Oliver
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